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SUMMARY

The epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) provides crucial insights into the
metastatic process and possesses prognostic value within the cancer context.
Here, we present COMET, an R package for inferring EMT trajectories and in-
ter-state transition rates from single-cell RNA sequencing data. We describe
steps for finding the optimal number of EMT genes for a specific context, esti-
mating EMT-related trajectories, optimal fitting of continuous-timeMarkov chain
to inferred trajectories, and estimating inter-state transition rates.
BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Overview

EMT is a dynamic cellular process that contributes to cancer metastasis by enabling tumor cells to

dissociate from their epithelial state while also acquiring migratory and mesenchymal characteris-

tics.1–3 Previously viewed as a binary process, stable hybrid intermediate EMT states are now

well-established and associated with enhanced phenotypic plasticity, thus prolonging tumor sur-

vival and worsening patient outcomes.4 Understanding the timing of EMT and the distribution of

cells in each state in detail would enable more complete characterizations of intertemporal patterns

of phenotypic intra-tumoral heterogeneity in a context-specific manner.

Here, we introduce an R package that provides a computational framework for inferring EMT-related

states and trajectories from time-course scRNA-seq data. We describe this protocol for a time-

course scRNA-seq dataset which was acquired from a cancer cell line treated with an EMT-related

transcription factor.5 We show that our methodology allows context-specific inference of EMT-re-

lated trajectories and transition rates and is of direct utility for the scientific community for estimating

dynamic EMT status.
Install tools and packages

1. To run the scripts, please install R and optionally RStudio (MATLAB code is also provided on our

GitHub for the CTMC model).

2. Install ‘devtools’ and load it.
STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024 ª 2023 The Authors.
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Protocol
Note: Currently, the COMET package is available on GitHub. To proceed with using COMET,

you should install ‘‘devtools’’ which allows installation of GitHub package.
nstall.package("devtools")
3. As of now, the functions required for running this pipeline are available as an R package on

GitHub. To install the package, please run:

>library(devtools)
4. Please load all relevant R packages that are listed in the key resources table (The dependencies

are imported by default upon installing COMET).

>devtools::install_github("TAMUGeorgeGroup/COMET")
oad relevant libraries

ibrary(COMET)

ibrary(dplyr)

ibrary(ggplot2) #For plots

ibrary(tidyverse)

ibrary(data.table)

ibrary(tidyr)

ibrary(reshape2)

ibrary(Rmagic)

ibrary(umap)

ibrary(readxl)

ibrary(Seurat)

ibrary(dtw)

ibrary(pracma)
Note: You should install the ‘phateR’ and ‘Rmagic’ packages separately. ‘Rmagic’ is removed

from CRAN, consequently you would have to install the archived package (https://cran.

r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/Rmagic/Rmagic_2.0.3.tar.gz) and place it on a directory of

your choice. In the example below the package is downloaded in the ‘Downloads’ directory

and hence we load the package from there.

>Library(Rmagic)
devtools::install_github("KrishnaswamyLab/phateR")
Either from a terminal window of RStudio or your computer, run the command below.

>install.packages("�/Downloads/Rmagic_2.0.3.tar.gz")
ip install --user magic-impute
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Load the Rmagic library.
>library(Rmagic)
Download or prepare datasets

Note: The dataset used in this protocol and provided on Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/

records/10050380) and GitHub is from Cook et al. 2020.5 The metadata for this dataset is

modified for COMET. More specifically, the time points in the original dataset were modified

to a numeric form (0, 0.33, 1, 3, 7, 7.33, 8, and 10). Please refer to Cook et al. 20205 for more

information regarding the experimental data.

Note: If using your own dataset, please ensure that the count matrix and metadata are stored

in separate csv.gz files. Both the data andmetadata should be objects of the ‘data.frame’ class

in R. When running

Note: COMET requires that the count matrix is quality controlled prior to processing. Com-

mon quality controlling steps for single-cell RNA sequencing data include checking for mito-

chondrial percentage and filtering for number of expressed genes in each cell. We leave this

step to the user as the quality controlling steps are variable depending on the dataset and

outside the scope of our pipeline.

Note: If your input data is stored in a Seurat object (named ‘Seur’ in the following code), you

can utilize the following code to save your count matrix and metadata in csv.gz files.
>write_csv(as.data.frame(Seur@assays$RNA@counts),"data.csv.gz")
Note: Please ensure that the metadata file has a column named ‘Time’ that specifies the cor-

responding time point (or dose if using dose-dependent data) for each cell in a numeric

format. You can check for the existence of the Time column and ensure it is in a numeric format

by running the following code.

>write_csv(as.data.frame(Seur@meta.data),"metadata.csv.gz")
>check_1 <- "Time" %in% colnames(meta.data)

>check_2 <- is.numeric(meta.data$Time)

>checks <- sum(check_1+check_2)

> if (checks==2) print("metadata file is in correct format") else "metadata is in incorrect
Note: If you have data from different batches, please ensure that your data is batch adjusted

and the gene expression values from the corresponding cells are all combined into one data-

frame. We leave the batch adjustment step to the user as this step is dependent on the input

data and the experimental setting and outside the scope of our pipeline.

Note: The input count matrix and metadata should be in the following format (Figures 1 and 2).

Note: By installing the COMET package, the dependenciesmentioned in Key Resource Table are

installed by default other than Rmagic and phateR. If facing issues regarding the installation of de-

pendencies, please refer to the corresponding sources mentioned in the Key Resource Table for

each dependency or kindly request the technical contact author for additional help.

format"
STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024 3
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Figure 1. Format of the count matrix

This figure shows how the count matrix is formatted. The count matrix is stored in a data.frame object with the gene

names stored in a column named ‘‘V1’’ and cell names as the other column names.
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Set up project directory

5. Create a main directory named ‘‘COMET’’ and create two subdirectories named ‘‘Input_Data’’,

and ‘‘Tables’’:
Figure 2. Format of the metadata

This figure shows how the metadata is formatted. The metadata is stored in a data.frame object with the cell names

stored in a column named ‘‘V1’’ and (not shown here) a column named ‘‘Time’’ which stores the time points (or dose for

dose-dependent data) in a numeric column.

4 STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024
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a. Within the ‘‘Tables’’ directory, you must store a file that holds the name of the data and meta-

data files

b. The input data and metadata files should be stored within the ‘‘Input_Data’’ subdirectory.
Institutional permissions

The data used in this paper for analysis have been previously published and are publicly available.

Institutional permissions do not apply.
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
AGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

posited data

alyzed dataset Cook and Vanderhyden, 20205 GSE147405 (data uploaded on Zenodo:
https://zenodo.org/records/10050380)

tware and algorithms

4.2.1) R CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/

udio 2023.6.1.524 RStudio https://www.rstudio.com/

MET 0.1.0 Najafi et al., 20236 https://github.com/TAMUGeorgeGroup/COMET

GIC 2.0.3 Van Dijk et al., 20187 https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MAGIC

rat 4.3.0.1 Satija et al., 20158 https://satijalab.org/seurat/

teR 1.0.7 Moon et al. 20199 https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/PHATE#r

ap 0.2.10.0 McInnes et al. 201810 https://github.com/tkonopka/umap

1.23.1 Toni Giorgino11 https://dynamictimewarping.github.io/

cma 2.4.2 R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pracma/index.html

lyr R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/package=dplyr

plot2 R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/package=ggplot2

pubr R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/package=ggpubr

dxl R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/package=readxl

tools R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/package=devtools

yr R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidyr/index.html

yverse R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidyverse/index.html

hape2 R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/reshape2/index.html

d R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/grid/index.html

dExtra R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gridExtra/index.html

gram R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/diagram/index.html

tly R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/plotly/readme/
README.html

a.table R Foundation https://cran.r-project.org/package=data.table

lmogorov-Smirnov test function Chakraborty et al., 20202 https://github.com/priyanka8993/EMT_score_calculation

er

ra (running on operating system
ntOS 7) with 28 cores and 56 GB
emory allocated for each job

Texas A&M University’s High
Performance Research Computing
cluster

https://hprc.tamu.edu/kb/
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

All the analyses performed here were evaluated on Texas A&M University’s High Performing

Research Computing cluster, Terra (running on operating system CentOS 7) with specifications

described within the key resources table. This was also repeated on a personal computer with an Ap-

ple M1 Pro chip with 8 cores and 16 GB of memory (running on macOS Monterey).
STEP-BY-STEP METHOD DETAILS

Here, we provide step-by-step instructions for running the COMET pipeline on the time-course

scRNA-seq data of Cook et al. 2020.5 Following the steps described below would allow the user
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to infer EMT trajectories and inter-state transition rates. The example data utilized in this section is

publicly available on Zenodo (Please refer to the key resources table for more information).
Start the pipeline

Timing: �5–10 min

COMET requires that the user creates a directory that contains the data they would like to utilize and

would be generated by COMET. Prior to running the pipeline, the user should store the data in a

directory named ‘‘Input_Data’’ with information about the data and metadata files in a csv file in

the ‘‘Tables’’ directory. The path to the ‘‘Input_data’’ and ‘‘Tables’’ directory should be given as input

arguments to the ‘‘start_pipeline’’ function of COMET.

1. Load the COMET package in R.
#Load relevant libraries
2. Set the working directory to the ‘‘COMET’’ directory you have created which contains two subdir-

ectories ‘‘Input_Data’’, and ‘‘Tables’’.

Note: For demonstration purposes you can set the working directory to the example directory

mentioned earlier (https://zenodo.org/records/10050380) in the Data Preparation section.

>library(COMET)
>setwd("�/Desktop/COMET_STAR_protocol/")

>input.data.dir <- "Input_Data/"
3. Read the input file.

>tables.dir <- "Tables/"
4. Start COMET and indicate the path to your input files.

>data.inputs <- read.csv(paste0(tables.dir, "DataTableTest.csv"), sep=",")
Note: You must have a comma separated file stored within the Tables directory with three col-

umns ‘‘Sample’’, ‘‘DataPath’’, ‘‘MetaData’’ which store the sample name (please do not include

any spaces), name of the count matrix and metadata respectively.

> COMET::start_pipeline(tables.dir, input.data.dir)
Find the optimal cutoff of EMT genes

Timing: �1–12 h

To find the optimal number of EMT genes that would most likely represent the EMT process, we infer

trajectories for different number of highly variable EMT genes and assess their similarity to a flow
6 STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024
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cytometry data by Jia et al. 201912 provided by the package through Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

alignment. The cutoff that minimizes the DTW distance will be chosen as the optimal cutoff.

5. Use COMET to run the pipeline for different number of EMT genes from data and infer EMT

trajectories.

Note: The resulting inferred EMT trajectories will be stored within a subdirectory named

‘‘COMET_populated_files’’. In the code below, the biological sample is going through a

reverse mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET) when coming from the 7.33, 8, and 10

timepoints. The pipeline will store the generated DTW distances for every cutoff in a directory

named ‘‘DTW_Matrix’’, and the confidence intervals in the ‘‘Confidence_Interval_calculations’’

directory.
>COMET::generate_pipeline_files(data.inputs, >tables.dir, input.data.dir)

>COMET::calculate_conf_intervals(data.inputs)
>COMET::DTW_calculate(data.inputs, c(7.33, 8, 10))
Find optimal stochastic model trajectories

Timing: <5 min

A stochastic model is optimally fitted to the data by minimizing the mean squared error between

empirical and theoretical trajectories. The mean squared error is calculated for all three trajectories

of epithelial, hybrid, and mesenchymal states and summed up.

6. Fit Continuous Time Markov Chain Models to the data.
>COMET::fit.all.data(data.inputs,c(7.33, 8, 10))-> final.result
Visualize the pipeline results

Timing: <5 min

The code for this section is provided within the vignette of the R package for the purpose of visual-

izing the results obtained in the previous steps. Please only run the code within this section once you

have generated the required files through running the previous steps of the protocol.

7. For a particular dataset, you can visualize the confidence intervals for every cutoff of highly var-

iable EMT genes using the code below.
>populated.files.dir <- "COMET_populated_files/"

>h<-1

>for(cutoff in seq(5, 100, 5)){

>setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 3, nrow = 0)),c("time","variable", "value"))->binded

>for(k in 1:10){

STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024 7



>file.path <- paste0(main.dir, "/", populated.files.dir, >data.input$Sample,"_",k, "_", cutoff,".Rds")

>readRDS(file.path)->data

>rbind(binded, data)->binded

>}

>ggplot(binded, aes(x=time, y=value, group=variable, color=variable, >stroke=1.5),

>fill=c("#24A19C","#D96098", "#BE79DF"))+

>ggtitle(cutoff)+

>geom_rect(aes(xmin = -Inf,xmax = 7,ymin = -Inf, ymax = Inf),

>fill="#DAEAF1",

>alpha = .2)+

>geom_vline(xintercept=7)+

>stat_summary(geom="ribbon", fun.data=mean_cl_normal, width=0.1, >conf.int=0.95, fill =

>c(rep(emt.color.scheme[3], 8), rep(emt.color.scheme[2], 8),

>rep(emt.color.scheme[1], 8)))+

>stat_summary(geom="line", fun.y=mean, linetype="dashed", >fill=c("#24A19C","#D96098",

>"#BE79DF"))+

>stat_summary(geom="point", fun.y=mean, color=c(rep("#24A19C", 8), >rep("#D96098", 8),

>rep("#BE79DF", 8)), shape=8, size=1)+

>scale_color_manual(values=(c("#24A19C","#D96098", "#BE79DF")),

>labels = c("Epithelial", "Hybrid", "Mesenchymal"))+labs(x="Time >(Days)",

>y="Cell Fraction", tag = LETTERS[h], color="States", shape=8)+

>theme(

># Remove panel border

>panel.border=element_blank(),

>#plot.border = element_blank(),

># Remove panel grid lines

>panel.background = element_blank(),

>panel.grid.major = element_blank(),

>panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),

># Add axis line

>axis.line = element_line(colour = "black"),

>#legend.position = "none",

>plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5, size=20),

>axis.text = element_text(size = 15),

>text = element_text(size=18)

>) +

>plt <->guides(color=guide_legend(override.aes=list(fill=NA)))+scale_x_continuous(limits=c(0,10))
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>nam <- paste("plt.", h, sep = "")

>assign(nam, plt)

>

>h<-h+1}

>

>ggplot() + # Draw ggplot2 plot with text only

>annotate("text",

> x = 1,

> y = 1,

> size = 8,

> label = data.input$Sample) +

> theme_void()+ theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = >’#DAEAF1’, colour = ’black’),

>text = element_text(size=28))->plt

>grid.arrange(plt, plt.1, plt.2, plt.3, plt.4,

> plt.5,plt.6, plt.7, plt.8, plt.9, plt.10,

> plt.11, plt.12, plt.13, plt.14, plt.15,

> plt.16, plt.17, plt.18, plt.19,

> top =data.input$Sample, nrow = 4)
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8. Visualize the heatmap for the DTW distances for every cutoff of highly variable EMT genes.
>DTW.dir <- "DTW_Matrix"

>dtw_mat <- readRDS(paste0(main.dir, "/", DTW.dir, "/", >data.input$Sample,

>"_DTW_Matrix.Rds"))

>colnames(dtw_mat)<-c("E", "H", "M", "Total")

>plot_ly(z=dtw_mat, type="heatmap",colors = c(color.scheme[1], >color.scheme[5],

>color.scheme[7], color.scheme[8]))%>% layout(title = list(text = >paste0(data.input

$CellLine,"

>- ", data.input$Factor), y=0.99),

> xaxis = list(title = ’ E

>H M Total’,zeroline = TRUE, showticklabels = >FALSE), yaxis = list(title = ’Cutoff’,

>showticklabels = FALSE, nticks=29))
9. We used heatmaps to display the DTW alignment distances acquired through COMET. You can

visualize the heatmap for the DTW distances for every cutoff of highly variable EMT genes using

the code below.
STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024 9



>#To find out about the optimal cutoff, please run the commented >#command outside notebook

>#optimal.cutoff <- find.optimal.cutoff(data.input)

>optimal.cutoff <- 45

>#Get the final inferred trajectories from data

>conf.dat <- readRDS(paste0(main.dir, >"/Confidence_Interval_Calculations/", data.input$-

Sample,"_", >optimal.cutoff, ".Rds"))

>#Get the final fit

>final.result <- readRDS(paste0(main.dir, "/Results/final_df.Rds"))

>final.result[[1]]->final.df

>reshape(

> conf.dat,

> idvar = "time",

> timevar = "variable",

> direction = "wide"

>)->reshaped_data

>ggplot()+

> geom_line(data=reshaped_data, aes(x=time, y=value.Epithelial), >color= emt.color.

scheme[3], size=1.5)+

> geom_point(data=reshaped_data, aes(x=time, y=value.Epithelial), >color= emt.color.

scheme[3], stroke=3, shape=8)+

> geom_line(data=final.df, aes(x=time, y=E_final), >color= emt.color.scheme.bold

[3],size=1.5, linetype="dashed")+

> geom_line(data=reshaped_data, aes(x=time, y=value.Hybrid), >color= emt.color.scheme

[2], size=1.5)+

> geom_point(data=reshaped_data, aes(x=time, y=value.Hybrid), >color= emt.color.scheme

[2], stroke=3, shape=8)+

> geom_line(data=final.df, aes(x=time, y=H_final), >color= >emt.color.scheme.bold[2],

size=1.5, linetype="dashed")+

> geom_line(data=reshaped_data, aes(x=time, y=value.Mesenchymal), >color= emt.color.-

scheme[1], size=1.5)+

> geom_point(data=reshaped_data, aes(x=time, y=value.Mesenchymal), >color= emt.color.-

scheme[1], stroke=3, shape=8)+

> geom_line(data=final.df, aes(x=time, y=M_final), >color= emt.color.scheme.bold[1],

size=1.5, linetype="dashed")+

> ggtitle(data.input$Sample)+

> geom_rect(aes(xmin = -Inf,xmax = 7,ymin = -Inf, ymax = Inf),

> fill="#ADC4CE",

> alpha = .2)+

> geom_vline(xintercept=7)+

> theme(

> # Remove panel border

> panel.border=element_blank(),
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> #plot.border = element_blank(),

> # Remove panel grid lines

> panel.background = element_blank(),

> panel.grid.major = element_blank(),

> panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),

> # Add axis line

> axis.line = element_line(colour = "black"),

> #legend.position = "none",

> plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5, size=20),

> axis.text = element_text(size = 15),

> text = element_text(size=18))

> +labs(y="Cell Fraction", x="Time (Days)", tag="A")

ll
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10. The inter-state transition rates from the CTMCmodel can be found and visualized by utilizing the

code below.
>#To find out about the optimal cutoff, please run the commented >command outside notebook

>#optimal.cutoff <- find.optimal.cutoff(data.input)

>optimal.cutoff <- 45

>#Get the final inferred trajectories from data

>conf.dat <- readRDS(paste0(main.dir, >"/Confidence_Interval_Calculations/", data.input$-

Sample,"_", >optimal.cutoff, ".Rds"))

>#Get the final fit

library(diagram)

>M <- matrix(nrow = 3, ncol =3, byrow = TRUE, data = 0)

>A<-M

>M[1,2]<-paste0(final.result[[3]])

>M[2,1]<-paste0(final.result[[2]])

>M[2,3]<-paste0(final.result[[2]])

>M[3,2]<-paste0(final.result[[4]])

>A[1,2]<-paste0(final.result[[2]])

>A[2,1]<-paste0(final.result[[3]])

>A[2,3]<-paste0(final.result[[3]])

>A[3,2]<-paste0(final.result[[4]])

>col <- M

>col[] <- "red"

>col[1, 2] <- "#BEAEE2"

>col[2, 1] <- col[2, 3] <- "#D96098"

>col[3, 2] <- "#24A19C"
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>plotmat(M, pos = c(3), name = c("E", "H", "M"),box.col=rev(emt.color.scheme.bold),

#box.size=c(0.05,0.03,0.03,0.05), box.prop = 1,

arr.lwd=A,

lwd = 1, box.lwd = 2, box.cex = 1, cex.txt = 0.8,

arr.lcol = col, arr.col = col, box.type = "ellipse",
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lend=3)
EXPECTED OUTCOMES

After running the pipeline for different numbers of highly variable EMT genes, the ‘‘COMET_popu-

lated_files’’ directory will be filled with the inferred trajectories for different cutoffs of highly variable

genes (Figure 3). The results from this directory can be visualized using the code in step 7. An

example of the results of this code is shown for the A549 cell line treated with TGF b from Cook

et al. 20205 in Figure 3 below. COMET relies on aDTWalignment score to a reference flow cytometry

data for the identification of the optimal cutoff of highly variable EMT genes (Please refer to Najafi

et al. 20236 for further information). To visualize the DTW alignment scores to each of the three EMT

trajectories and the total score, the code in step 8 can be utilized to generate heatmaps as shown in

Figure 4A. Lastly, the code in steps 9 to 10 can be used to visualize the stochastic trajectories fitted to

the time-course data and the inter-state transition rates (the results of this code were run on the A549

sample treated with TGF b from the Cook et al. 20205 dataset and are shown in Figures 4B and 4C).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In step 5, we note that the program run time has a linear dependence on the number of cells in the

count matrix (Figure 5B) and is weakly correlated with the number of EMT genes included as shown in

Figure 5 below (Figure 5A). The Spearman correlation coefficient (R = 0.99) indicates a linear time

complexity (O(n), n is the number of cells) and occurs with fair computational performance. The pro-

gram run time can be significantly improved upon the allowance of multithreading and paralleliza-

tion over cores (Figure 5C). The run time relative to the number of tasks is included in the figure

below.
LIMITATIONS

Here, we presented an R package for the reliable inference of EMT trajectories from time-course

scRNA-seq data. We note that this pipeline has only been tested on cell line data and in the absence

of the elements of the tumor microenvironment such as immune cells. Further investigation is

required to be able to successfully expand our framework to tumor data in the presence of stroma.
TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem 1

Error in is.null (x = genes) || is.na(x = genes) : ‘length = 3’ in coercion to ‘logical(1)’ in Step I when

finding the optimal cutoff of highly variable EMT genes.
Potential solution

� This issue is related to the incompatibility of the Rmagic package which is one of the dependencies

of RCOMET with the new R version 4.3.1+, please use an alternative R version to fix this issue.
Problem 2

I am getting the following error when running the pipeline with my own data in Step I when finding

the optimal cutoff of highly variable EMT genes.
12 STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024



Error in ‘$<-.data.frame‘(x, name, value) :

replacement has 0 rows, data has 3568

In addition: Warning message:

Figure 3. Pipeline predictions for different cutoffs of highly variable EMT genes included

Panels A-S show the inferred EMT trajectories from single-cell RNA sequencing data over a range of cutoffs of highly variable EMT genes from 5 to 100 in

increments of 5.
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In is.null(x = genes) || is.na(x = genes) :

’length(x) = 5 > 1’ in coercion to ’logical(1)’
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Potential solution

� Please check that you have the time points stored in a numeric column named ‘‘Time’’ within the

metadata file. Failure to do so would result in this error. We require that the user changes the

format of the metadata to adhere to guidelines (Figure 6).
Problem 3

I would like to apply this methodology to another biological context and thus would need to change

the loaded parameters such as imported EMT genes.
Potential solution

� After installing the R package from GitHub, you can change the contents of the data stored within

the ‘‘extdata’’ directory to your parameters of interest. These parameters are loaded by default

when you start the pipeline.
Problem 4

I have dose-dependent data of cell lines treated with various doses of an EMT transcription factor

that I would like to use for the inference of EMT trajectories using COMET.
Figure 4. Visualization of the results of COMET

(A) depicts the DTW distance calculated over a range of highly variable EMT genes from 5 to 100 in increments of 5.

(B) shows the CTMC model trajectories fitted to the inferred EMT trajectories from data. (C) illustrates the inter-state

transition rates calculated from the optimal fit of the CTMC model.
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Figure 5. Run time as a function of cell counts

(A) This figure shows the run time of the algorithm over different numbers of EMT genes which indicates a weak correlation between the number of EMT

genes and the run time. A regression line was fitted to the data which was obtained from 10 runs of the algorithm.

(B) Shows a regression model fitted to the run time of the algorithm (10 cases per cell count) which indicates a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.99.

(C) Shows the run time of the algorithm over the number of tasks.
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Potential solution

� Please change themetadata of the file such that the ‘‘Time’’ column stores the corresponding dose

of the EMT transcription factor. Please note that the column should still be in a numeric format.

Problem 5

I have multiple scRNA-seq datasets coming from the same experiment but different timepoints and

different batches, how do I run COMET on my dataset?

Potential solution

� COMET requires that your scRNA-seq datasets are quality controlled, merged (if multiple single-

cell RNA sequencing files related to different time points such as data from 24 h, 36 h, etc.), and

batch corrected prior to EMT trajectory inference (batch effects resulting from experiments
Figure 6. An overview of an acceptable metadata file for COMET

COMET requires the metadata file to include a column named ‘‘Time’’ with numeric values.

STAR Protocols 5, 102819, March 15, 2024 15
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performed in different experimental settings). Please ensure that typical quality controlling steps

such as checking for mitochondrial percentage and batch adjustment is performed on data prior

to running the COMET pipeline.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

For further information and requests for resources and code availability, please contact Dr. Jason T.

George (Jason.george@tamu.edu).

Technical contact

Technical questions on executing this protocol should be directed to and will be answered by the

technical contact, Annice Najafi (annicenajafi@tamu.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate any new reagents.

Data and code availability

� The dataset used by this paper has been published by Cook et al. 2020.5

� The example processed dataset is archived and available on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.10050380

� The specific version of the package (v0.0.1) utilized within this manuscript is archived on Zenodo:

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10327903

� All of the analyses performed within this manuscript has been conducted in R and is published on

GitHub: https://github.com/TAMUGeorgeGroup/COMET.

� Additional information and MATLAB code is provided on the GitHub page, https://github.com/

TAMUGeorgeGroup/Stochastic_EMT_2023.
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